Always Caring

Dreama 24hr positioning system - providing valuable rest for everyone

Benefits of Dreama

Better quality sleep or rest due to comfortable and supportive full depth pressure reducing mattress.

Simple and easy to use with no fiddly thin mattress overlays.

Easily contours thanks to the strong flexible aluminium base.

Quiet with no noise or disturbance when adjusting positions because of Glide-lock™ supports.

Exceptional flexibility for 24 hour support with numerous accessories.

Very easy to clean and keep hygienic.

Happier, more refreshed children and families/carers.

“The Dreama sleep system gives Oscar a really good sleeping position overnight, which means he gets a better night’s rest and it removes some of our anxiety around ensuring that Oscar maintains the best possible position, but remains comfortable, which means we also get a better night’s rest!”

- Julie, Oscar’s Mum.

Dreama, by Jenx, is a combined pressure reducing mattress and postural support system.